The very hungry caterpillar by E.Carle
Level: CM1/CM2
Session 1:
Aims:
 Linguistic:
 Notions and functions: We are on Monday…
 Lexical: egg, caterpillar, cocoon, butterfly, moon, sun and the day of the
week
 Cultural: the importance of animals in the English culture

Starting the class: (5min)
Good afternoon everybody. How are you today? Fine, not bad...
What's the day today? What weather is it today?

Presentation: (20 min)
Today we study a new story: The Very Hungry Caterpillar written by E. Carle.
Listen carefully.
Read the story by showing flashcards.

Practice: (15 min)
Put in order the story with picture of egg, caterpillar, cocoon and butterfly, in the English
book (the teacher is reading the story).

Finishing the class: (5 min)
Write the new vocabulary in the vocabulary book.
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Session 2:
Aims:
 Linguistic:
 Notions and functions:


Do you like…? I like/don’t like…



What is your favorite food? My favorite food is…



What is the food you hate? I hate…

 Lexical: food
 Cultural: the importance of animals in the English culture

Starting class: (5min)
Good afternoon everybody. How are you today? Fine, not bad...
What's the day today? What weather is it today?
Do you remember what we did last time?

Presentation: (15 min)
Read again the story
Distribute the food pictures (site prim langue). Cut on the lines and show to the teacher the
different picture: “Show me the apple”…

Practice: (10 min)
Ask to pupils: Do you like…? Yes/No, I like/don’t like…
What is your favorite food? My favorite food is…
What is the food you hate? I hate…
Write it in the English book

Recycling: (10 min)
Play bingo: choose twelve foods and the teacher says the name of the food. When the pupils
have it they return the picture. The first who has said all its images back bingo. Both games
are conducted by the teacher, then a pupil takes the place of the teacher.
Play a memory with pictures and words…

Finishing the class: (5min)
Write the new vocabulary in the vocabulary book.
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